
pure finesse: pür•likör williams, pear liqueur

Pear liqueur is one of the most cherished beverages in Europe. We bring you what many consider to 
be Germany’s finest. Like all pür•spirits beverages, pür•likör williams is handmade according to  
traditional principles – from selecting the fruit to filling the bottles. Our pears are the finest heirloom 
fruit found around Lake Constance in the foothills of the northern Alps, the birthplace of pear brandy       
distillation. They are harvested at a precise moment in their maturity, wrapped and stored to ripen and 
develop an optimal aroma. During their short period of peak ripeness, the pears are crushed, 
fermented and distilled in small batches – approximately thirty five pounds of pear go into producing 
just 0.75 liters of base distillate. The highly concentrated and aromatic result is what Germans call  
Birnenbrand. This fragrant and richly fruited eau-de-vie captures the essence of the capricious 
Williams pear and is the defining ingredient of pür•likör williams, pear liqueur.
Balanced, refined, uncompromised - its subtle sweetness is light on the palate and emphasizes the 
genuine pear flavor. 

To experience the finesse of the Williams pear, sip it straight or pour over ice for an effortlessly elegant 
aperitif, or top champagne generously with pür•likör williams. Cocktail lovers will discover its playful 
personality in classic and modern mixed drinks. 

pear caipirinha by Andrew Bohrer

pür•spirits’ version of Brazil’s national drink. 
pür•likör williams, pear liqueur muddled with half a lime and a splash 

of cachaca, served over crushed ice. Perfect for summer sipping, and 
with the addition of a pinch of cinnamon, it tastes like autumn in a glass.

In a mixing glass, muddle half of a lime with 0.5 parts cachaca then add 
1 part pür•likör williams, pear liqueur and crushed ice. Shake and 
pour all contents into a rocks glass. Add a pinch of cinnamon for a 

slightly spicier note.

pür•likör williams, pear liqueur

product of Germany
25% alc./vol. (50 proof)
low in sugar, no corn syrup
no artificial flavors /coloring /additives

bottles 

100ml
375ml retail edition 750ml 
bar edition

 info@purspirits.com      www.purspirits.com

mix with mezcal, tequila, scotch, bourbon, rye, gin, pisco, cachaca, champagne ...    great in desserts 


